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Abstract

Chinese is one of the most popular languages in the world and the automatic processing of

Chinese spoken language in future Internet environment attracts lots of attentions even from the

view of global both in industry and research community. Although the methods used in Chinese

language processing generally follow the methods used in western language processing, still

researchers in this field have to handle some special features possessed by Chinese language.

For example, in acoustic level, Chinese is a monosyllable-structured tonal language; there are rich

dialect categories around China resulting in serious accent problem, etc. In language level,

Chinese is a non-alphabetic language, no boundary between words in text, no clear definition of

what a word is and there are no systematic grammar in Chinese, etc. Researches in Chinese

spoken language processing community have to pay great efforts in handling these special features

while keeping the traces of general technology progress.

This paper particularly will focus on processing three features named tone modeling and

processing, language modeling and accent issues respectively.

For tone recognition, background knowledge and several tones modeling methods will be firstly

introduced and then a unified triphone and tone modeling, proposed by NLPR, will be introduced.

This unified modeling softly distinguishes the phone-dependent and tone-dependent context

information under the decision tree scheme and makes the decoding more compact and more

discriminative.

For accent issue, result shows there are still exists more than 10% recognition accuracy

differences even incorporate very large training speech database. Definitely, the accent-specific

pronunciation modeling is necessary to over come the problem. Here we will introduce our

preliminary result on this topic using “context dependent error learning” algorithm.

For statistical language modeling, some statistical data, recognition result and findings will be

outlined and analyzed under very large corpus. Based on these observation, The guidelines and

future directions will be given to remove the “statistical language noises” by deliberately optimize

the lexicon, training corpus and adopting more advanced modeling algorithm to reach the high-

level performance.


